
 

Integers
We review 3 fundamental ideas

mathematical induction

the division algorithm and CCDs
prime numbers

Induction

Let Pln be a logical sentence depending
on ne Z

That.fi 1 eMthzIaIndnt
states

P no is the Base case
and

for
every nano Pln Pln D

is true Inductive step

then Pln is the for all nano
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P no is true Base case

and
for every n no

Peno nPln.tl n nPln P nti

is true Strong
inductive step

then Pln is true for all integers n no

Despite the name strong
induction is

equivalent to ordinary induction

The Principle of Mathematical Induction is

equivalent to the WellOrdeningPrinciple

If SEZ is a non empty set of integers
which is bounded below i.e there exists met
suchthat mex for all xes then S has
a least element i.e there exists noes suchthat

no Ex for all xes



Proofstetch
Induction Well Ordering

Suppose SEZ is bounded below and

let me 2 be a lover bound

Assume that S has no least element

We prove 5 0

Certainly nets for all n em Now

Basecase If mes then m would

be the least element in S Hence m 45

Inductivestep let nam and suppose

none of m mtl n are in S

Were ntl to be in S then it would

be the least element in S Hence

ntl 4S

This proves nets for all n am so 5 0



Well Ordering Induction

Let Pln be a sentence and not
such that

BaseCase P no is the

Inductivestep Pcn Platt is the

for all n no

We wish to conclude Pln is fine for

all n no That is the set

S neZ I n no andPen is false

is empty

If not it is bounded below by no so it
contains a least element mo

Since P no is true mo tho Thus mo no

Since mo is the least element in S mo 145

Thus Plm 1 is true But Plm 1 Plano

by the
inductive step making Plans true

This contradicts moss so 5 0 a



DivisionalgorithmandGCD

Man Let n dez with del Then
there exist unique q rez such that

n d qtr and of red 1

Proof Math 3345 or see text

Def Let a beZ The greatestcommon
divisor of a and b is a non negative

integer d such that

d la and d b d is a common disco
and

For
any

d EZ such that
d la and d b we have d d

Notation d god a 6



Note You
may

have seen a version of
this def where d ld in is

replaced by d ed

These definitions
agree

unless a 6 0

in which case our definition gives

god10,01 0

but the other definition leaves god 0,0
undefined


